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Ecology Committee Preparing Area Land Use St __ 
A land use planning committee 
of Dr. Martin Wanielista's "Man and 
Environment" class is searching the 
county to obtain information for a 
report to be released next month. 
A few of the findings uncovered 
by the committee thus far include 
such tidbits as the following: 
The Winter Park area has nearly 
double the national per capita 
average of solid waste disposal; 
On the comer of Gatlin Avenue 
and Ferncreek in Orlando stands an 
historical marker commemorating 
the Council Oak, a Seminole Indian 
meeting place, and 
Some environmentalists consider 
the period from 1880 to 1895, 
when the logging industry began in 
Central Florida, to be the beginning 
of Orange County's environmental 
problems. 
The committee, composed of 28 
students, has been preparing the 
report on present and future uses of 
land in Orange County. The report 
will include the group's 
recommendations for land use 
planning in the area. 
One result of the committee's 
study will be a map of Central 
Florida showing areas already 
developed, areas proposed for 
development and areas 
recommended for particular uses -
or non -uses, as the case may be. 
The map, now in the production 
By Mary Anna Jackson 
stages, will present a graphic Dr. Martin Wanielista 
description of existing and the proposed east-west expressway, 
proposed situations in Orange the inter-county beltline and the 
County. Lakes have been marked county beltline, which i.ncludes 
according to the amount of "life" part of SR 436, have been outlined 
left in them, blue for living lakes in green, yellow and red, 
and a brown overlay indicating respectively. 
eutrophied (dead) lakes. Dots of gold, green, yellow and 
Transportation routes such as blue indicate locations of historical 
........ r.4 ............. ,,,1111.lm 
We Live in the Present 
By the Past, but 
for the . .. 
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FTU Area To Be 
'Model Community' Campus 
~Glances FTJJ will likely become the center of a model community, as evidenced by the rapidly increasing number of student-oriented housing developments currently being planned and constructed in the surrounding 
area 
A total of eight apartment 
complexes, mobile home parks and 
housing subdivisions, which will 
make available thousands of 
dwelling units to FTU faculty, staff 
and students, are currently in the 
planning or construction stages by 
various local developers. 
FTU on-campus housing will not 
be placed on a competitive basis as 
a result of the boom in 
construction, according to T. K. 
Wetherell, director of housing. 
"The residence halls and the 
off-campus developments attract 
different segments of the university 
population," said Wetherell. 
He also said that the off-campus 
units will reduce the turnover rate 
in the dorms because students will 
have the o.pportunity to research 
both types of living before they 
make a final decision. 
The housing office has and will 
continue to maintain a listing of 
off-campus housing available to 
students on file. "We will serve 
more or less as a referral service," 
said Wetherell. 
Dormitory building is presently 
at a statewide standstill and recent 
consensus of the Board of Regents 
S.R.4J6 
I. 'leulu., l>t'"d111mlt'11I Cofll, 
!. Ru"f"rl f"omp;my 
J, flori.111 l.:anJ Curnrunt 
4 Prp''~ Pbtt fC:ainW) 
S. UnivenityHybntk 
b Flurrnl"'- In<'. 
7. Arlt.INC. 
H. '11. hikltun~r;JrL 
S.R-SO 
members indicates that there may 
be a permanent moratorium on THANKSGIVING DRIVE 
nonacademic construction, such as FTU' Bl k St d t u · · 
. s ac u en mon 1s 
residence halls. 1 · t b · f d to 250 According to Wetherell, "the P andmngf 0 il. nn~ 00th C t 1 
· d" t d t d nee y am ies m e en ra trend will be uec e owar Fl ·aa th h d £ d 
fi t d · t f on area roug a canne oo re me men an 1mprovemen o ~..: t . d f T h d t 
older dormitories." ,u.uve o aI am1 ies -~ o o no 
FTU will probably always have food for Thank~givmg ~ay. 
· t · l. ·t d be f BSU representatives said the mam am a imi e num r o . . . 
d d "th 1 t . group will appreciate any donation, orms an ere are no pans o ill 
gradually phase out the present whether_ food or money,- They w 
halls or build more ,, Wetherell be . askmg for donations from 
dd d ' busmesses, students and faculty. 
a ~u·e to the shortage of ~oxes for d?n~tions will be pla~ed 
h · g n m every bmldmg on campus with 
o n .. c a m ~ u s o u s I n , a t h e e x c e p t i o n o f t h e 
ever-mcreasmg number of FTU . . . . . 
students are expected tO seek Admm1stration Bmldmg. . 
· The Black Student Umon has a housmg off campus. As a result, b h. f 50 t d t E h area developers are planning to mem ers ip o s u en s. ~c 
stress construction of apartment stu~e.nt . will. select five ?eservmg 
units first to meet the soon-to-be famJhes m his area to receive food. 
critical ne~d for student hous~g. . Supervz·sor 
Accordmg to a recent article m 
the Orlando Sentinel, after these 
first priority needs are met, the rp R • 
various developers intend to begin .1. 0 egzster 
work on patio houses, 
condominums and single family FTU T 7 
dwellings. y O ters 
(Continued on Page 6) 
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As part of an effort to register as 
many eligible voters in Orange 
County as possible, representatives 
from the Orange County supervisor 
of elections office will be on 
campus Tuesday and Wednesday. 
The FTU registration program is 
being coordinated by Lambda Chi 
Alpha Fraternity with the backing 
of Student Government. 
Dixie Barber, Orange County 
supervisor of elections, has 
indicated she will send three clerks 
to FTU for the two days of 
registration. Registration of 
students will t.ake place in the 
lobby of the Library Building. 
FTU Is shown he.re to be the center (ne~ center of large circle) of 
an ever-increasing number of planned construction projects. The 
projects, which now number eight, and more that are likely to come 
may make the campus the nucleus of a 30,000-person community of 
the future. 
Wayne Leland, president of 
Lambda Chi Alpha, said, "We want 
to inspire the students to vote and 
help make their mark on the 
community. It has been said that 
FTU students are apathetic, but we 
believe that our students can rally 
behind some issues that affect us 
directly." 
sites solid waste disposal areas, taxes and further construction of wast~ water treatment plants and needed facilities may provide 
w ate r treat m en t plants , adequate employment for teachers 
respectively. now being graduated from area 
Students Clarabelle Haller, Bill colleges and universities, 
Fricke and Charles Neale, project particularly FTU. This quarter the 
director, have also included College of Education will graduate 
triangles of green and gold, green more than 70 students. 
yellow and plain green to indicate FTU and its importance in the 
parks and recreational sites. Land community will be considered 
for the recently-approved Turkey under the topic of housing and 
Lake project has been indicated by urban environment. It has been 
a green and gold triangle with a red ranked as an 'influential area' along 
dot. with the Orlando Naval Training 
Among other areas to be noted Center and Walt Disney World. 
on the overlays will be locations of Other areas of concern are the 
area schools to illustrate the section present urban environment, the 
of the final report devoted to an impact of Disney World on the 
examination of the school economy, the population and 
situation. surrounding land, a history of the 
According to preliminary Orange County area, and waste, 
findings in the education phase of water and air - the present situation 
the report, a combination of future in relation to pollution control. 
A NOVEL river bank art marathon, designated Marathon Scorpio, 
was undertaken recently by Art Chairman Steven Lotz (right) and Dr. 
Walter Gaudnek (left). The two cocreated a pair of 12-foot-square 
canvases which where mounted on two small boats and sailed acros.s the 
Indian River near New Smyrna Beach. 
Early Registration 
To Begin Tuesday 
Advance registration for winter quarter will begin Tuesday, and 
Registrar W. Dan Chapman has requested students to be advised before 
their appointment times. Advisement forms are now available in the 
Administration Building lobby near the records counter. Advisement will 
begin Monday. 
Advance registration will be held 
in the lobby of the Library Building 
and in LR 108, the weightlifting 
room, The south entrance to the 
library will be blocked off dqring 
the preregistration days and 
students are requested to use the 
north entrance only. 
financial aid office, AD 266, to 
obtain their checks to be presented 
to the cashier. 
Stu dents receiving as.sistance 
from vocational rehabilitation must 
report to the cashier with their 
registration and as.ses.sment forms as 
soon as the forms are received, in 
order to insure registration. 
Regular registration be held 
January 3 and 4. 
Registration times are set for 
9:30 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m. 
Tuesday through Friday, with a late 
period Friday from 5 to 7 p.m. for 
students who are unable to keep D bate rpea m 
their ~igned appointment times. e .l ~ 
Students admitted to Master's 
programs may obtain their trial Scores Wins 
schedules and upon advisement, 
they will be considered registered. FTU's debate team tested its 
They need not go through mettle against the finest debaters in 
registration. the United States last weekend at 
Post-baccalaureate students may Emory University in Atlanta. 
be advised, but they may not Two teams from FTU were 
register until regular registration, entered in the tournament, and 
8: 30 to 9 a.m. January 3. each team scored three wins and 
The deadline for aJI fees will be five los.ses. A total of 150 teams 
January 7, and all fees not paid by had been entered. 
then will result in cancellation of Earl Boyles and Jack Haight, 
the student's registration. If a comprising one team, defeated the 
student ·who ·advance .registers does University of Nebraska, of North 
not receive his class registration and Carolina and Georgia State, while 
fee assessment notice within two losing to teams like the University 
weeks, there will be a duplicate of Massashusetts Institute of 
copy in the cashier's office. He may Technology, Pittsburgh University 
pay his fees and receive the class and Stanford University. 
registration from the cashier. Jeff Ringer and Dave Larkin, 
Students who advance register both freshmen, also scored three 
but are subsequently disqualified or wins and five los.ses while debating 
excluded and who have paid their against senior debaters from schools 
fees will have their money refunded such as Ohio State, Michigan State 
within the first four weeks of and University of Richmond. 
winter quarter. The team's next tournament will 
Students receiving financial aid be at the University of Florida at 
must take their class registration Gainesville on November 19 and 
and fee asses.sment forms to the 20. 
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Now Is The Time ..... . 
A variety of problems plague the average college student in the area 
of scheduling time needed to accomplish the many things that must be 
done. One of the main hassles is that the stL!dent spends too much time 
doing those things he has to do (reading, studying, term paper research) 
to allow sufficient time for those things he wants to do or should do. 
Such as registering to vote and actually casting a ballot. 
NO ONE can really help in the actual voting process. You either want 
to or you don't, and you either provide or don't provide for the 
necessary time. 
But registration is another matter. Understanding the "battle against 
time," Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity is sponsoring a "bring the 
registration to the people" campaign, designed to get students on the 
voting rolls. 
Representatives from Elections Supervisor Dixie Barber's office will 
be on campus Tuesday and Wednesday to register students. They are 
providing an opportunity, a privilege and a responsibility. 
THE OPPORTUNITY lies in the fact that these people are 
attempting to make registration easier for the students. The privilege 
and the responsibility belong to the student. One cannot be forced to 
register and vote, but considering the clamor for the youth vote in the 
past few years, one would expect overflowing lines at both the_ 
downtown offices and at Tuesday's registration campaign. 
As college students, the 1S.20-year-old segment would be expected 
to be just that much more interested in securing the privilege of voting 
and living up to the responsibility that goes along with it. The 
university segment is generally better informed and more prone to 
become involved in politics than his working counterpart. But only 
time will tell. 
It will probably take about five minutes to obtain the opportunity 
to help determine this country's political future. The . 1972 political 
year will prove to be a pretty dull one if, after weighirlg all sides of a 
question, you can't even make a choice. 
And this time, it won't be because you're not allowed to. 
lJttttrs Wn W4t £bttnr 
Spirit,..Needed 
Dear Editor: 
In reference to the article in last 
week's edition of the FuTUre, 
"Soccer May Discontinue, Fate of 
Team Decided Today." The line 
"As far as cheerleaders go, this 
writer bas not seen one since last 
spring" was justifiably taken as a 
di re ct insult by the present 
ch eerf eaders. 
It seems that the sports people 
are already down on the 
cheerleaders before the basketball 
FTU. Apathy! Pe~haps the fact that 
the basic student is apathetic 
should not be brought to the fan by 
saying, "We are apathetic." Rather, 
we should publicize the fact that 
"We are enthusiastic!" In other 
words, take a positive attitude. 
So we are asking Mr. Gordon's 
help in taking a positive attitude by 
pushing enthusiasm and talking up 
the cheerleaders. 
Eileen l3rennan 
season has even started! Let me Note: In my (John Gordon) 
explain that the cheerleaders' opinion, uniforms and pom poms 
purpose is for basketball and that do not make the professional 
we can and intend to cheer for any cheerleader. Private and individual 
other sports which we are available practice is fine but should not be a 
for. If Mr. Gordon, the author of substitute for the field screaming. 
the article, expects us to cheer for The cheerleaders are not asked 
soccer, I suppose we are also to attend EVERY sports function. 
supposed to cheer for water polo, There are so many intramural 
tennis and even ping pong games that this would be an 
tournaments. If this is his idea, he is impossibility . . However, in sports 
grossly mistaken. events where one school plays 
Perhaps Mr. Gordon would like another, I believe that some sort of 
to know why he hasn't seen any school support should be 
cheerleaders in action yet. So f31 represented on the sidelines. 
the cheerleaders have no uniforms, I did not mean to insult the 
no megaphones and no shakers. cheerleaders but meant to point out 
Nothing! With basketball season that regardless of the reason, the 
only three weeks away, these cheerleaders have not been seen at 
uniforms are being held at Denmark any intercollegiate tea'!' sport so far 
Sporting Goods until Asst. Vice this year. 
President Brown signs a release for 
the money to pay for them. en t. LL 
As to whether the cheerleaders ~ Oe lCa \f 
have practiced - just ask one. They 
will tell you that they practiced 
two nights a week during the 
summer and presently are 
practicing two and a half hours a 
week. And Mr. Gordon asks where 
the cheerleaders have been! 
The fact that Mr. Gordon is 
displeased with the cheerleaders 
brings to mind one of the things 
which need to be remedied here at 
~our6 
ADVICE 
Advice is something like the ~~ow 
And it would surely pay--
If it would just fall softly 
Then the longer it would stay. 
William C. Van Sickle 
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lJetttrs UJn UJ4e £bttnr 
Save Soccer 
Dear Editor: 
for many of the players on 
American football teams. 
Also, it is time the U.S. joined 
the world. Such things as adopting 
I certainly hope that FTU does the metric system, riding bicycles 
not officially discontinue playing and playing soccer are all ways of 
soccer. As most people in the doing this. Soccer dominates sports 
c i v i 1 i z e d w o r I d - -except in Europe, the Soviet Union and 
Americans--know, soccer is the South. America. If this unversity 
international team sport. As an wants to make foreign students feel 
athletic sport, it far surpasses at home, it should certainly 
American football. The players on . continue to have a varsity soccer 
varsity soccer teams are athletes in team. The more things we have in 
the truest sense of the word. Not so common with other nations, the 
RQ3iiter- jo11r 
Di$r,ontenf. 
Yore. _ . . 
better r our understanding of them 
and vice versa. 
Name Withheld 
Apathy ·Problem 
Dear Editor: 
FTU is faced with a major 
problem which is hindering its 
expansion as a futuristic university. 
Contrary to popular belief, it is not 
the acquisition of funds for further 
construction which is delaying the 
growth of our school. Instead, it is 
the widespread apathy which has 
permeated the majoricy of students 
on this campus. · 
Evidence of this condition is so 
prevalent that is is not even 
considered unusual any more when 
any student activity fails to receive 
an adequate response from the 
students. It appears the only things 
that generate interest. are fraternal 
qrganizations and the intramural 
sports program. 
Apparently, FTU students 
unlike students in othe; 
universities, fail to realize the need 
for participation. Recent attempts 
to form an environmental 
improvement group and a health 
awareness group failed because 
there was no interest shown. This is 
quite disturbing to think that out 
of 6,000 students, no one cares or 
wants to become involved with 
either of these pertinent topics. 
It is disheartening to think that a 
modem unversity like FTU has 
been infiltrated by students who, 
through their passive behavior, 
reject every and any attempt to 
broaden their limited spectrum of 
interests. 
Managing Editor 
Photo Editor . 
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Genre - Based Courses 
Offered In Literature 
Six FTU Delegates 
Attend Model Senate 
"All things come to him who waits," and students who have been c 
waiting for special genre-oriented English courses will have to wait no ampus 
longer than winter quarter. These courses, designed to appeal to those . A delegation of six FTU students are attending the Model U.S. Senate 
who feel literature is the most intimate of man's expressions of self, have GI today at Stetson University in De Land. 
no prerequistes and are open to all ~ ances The model senate, which WaS planned initially by two Stetson 
students. •.; students, Sandy McLelland and John Frasier, has received national 
"Love Poetry from Dante ·to Vision," will be taught by Mrs. attention as "being the only place 
Donne," ENG 491.03, will be Norman Maness, and will be an going into an election year where po~ra~ed by FTU student Robert 
taught by Gerald Schiffhorst. The exploration of the prophetic role of LIBRARY HOURS there can be found a collection of Seidl, is slated to speak today at 
course is a study of serious and poetry in diluvian (great flood) students representing a cross noon. Other speakers will include 
comic dimensions of love as mythic ritual and its historical section of the newly enfranchised <l>vemor Reubm Askew, tomorro_w 
d.f. t· St d ·u · 1 d Library hours will be extended t Se t Lawt Chil expressed in selected ma1·or poetry mo 1 ica ions. u Y WI me u e 18-to-21-year-old," according to a noon, na or on es 
th · f Fi u · d one hour, until 11 p.m., Sunday t t 6 d of England and the Continent e magic songs 0 nnQ- gr1c an Miss McLelland. omorrow a p.m., an a 
Sibe · h · f through Thursday, Dr. Leland t d ak · th I through the age of Shakespeare. nan s amamsnm, prayers 0 According to assist.ant professor ye -unname spe er m e Pace 
· t Tarta b d' f th Jackson, assist.ant vice president for f th ti d ed " Among topics to be discussed are ancien ry, ar IC songs 0 e of political science Dr. William H. 0 e recen Y eceas 1.ormer 
C It d D 'd d 1 t• academic ad ministration, s s d H u d s da the woman in the sonnet sequences, e s an rm s, an se ec 10ns Jervey, the FTU delegation was enator pessar 0 an un Y 
f h announced this week. Neo-platonic theories of love and rom t e Romantic poets. chosen "originally from members at noon. . . ,, According to Jackson, the funds Mi M Lell rl 
the uses of eroticism in Marlowe, necessary to make the extension of my 'Congressional and According to ss c an •.a 
Spenser and Shakespeare. were acquired by "transferring Legislative Process' class. Four were ~oup o_f relev~t and controversial 
Mrs. Beth Barnes will teach "The funds from other accounts." chosen from this class," said Jervey, bills includrng the h Hatfi~ld 
Role of Woman in the Literature of "but since that time it has become amendment have been c osen 1.or 
Man," ENG 491.01. This course is a university wide project and a tot.al the 'Student Senators' .to debate 
an investigation of the attitudes COFFEEHOUSE SATURN WATCH of six students are attending the and vote ~n. Students will have the 
toward women in literature prior to session." opportumty to debate and argue 
the neo-feminist movement. The planet Saturn will be in a The students each of them their issues on the floor of the 
Selections 'will range from such The FTU Coffeehouse is moving good position for viewing at the representing or a~tually playing the mock senate, an atmosphere which 
works and authors as the Bible to outside next Friday. sky-observing session on the ground part of a U.S. Senator, have spent will gr~atly increase the reality of 
Shakespeare to Albee, Freidan and The Coffeehouse will open at 8 of the Central Florida Museum and some two to three months the sessions. 
contemporary men's magazines. p.m., since there will be no movie, Planetarium next Friday at 9:15 investigating the background of "Our stud_ents ~ttending. the 
ENG 4 91. O 2, "Poetry as and will last until midnight. p.m. their respective senators Jervey sen ate were given a hst of available 
... ---------------~----------------------.... said "The students have re'searched senators to choose to represent," 
the· Congressional Record, the said Jervey. "By no me~ did t~ey 
A FANTASTIC OFFER FOR FTU STUDENTS 
$1.00 OFF YOUR ENTREE 
upon presentation of ID card 
FORMERLY OF 'STEAK AND BREW 
YOUR HOST IRVING GROSSBERG 
All THE DRAUGHT BEER OR SANGRIA 
YOU CAN DRINK ••• PLUS .All THE 
SALAD YOU CAN MAKE ••• BEER AND 
SANGRIA ••• NOW SERVED ON SUN. 
BONELESS SIRLOIN 
12 oz. f4so 16 OZ. f5so 
PRIME RIBS •STEAK AND 
LOBSTER TAILS• BEEF BROCHITTE 
OPEN FROM 5:30 P .M. 
(SUNDAY ,ROM 4:30 P .M.) 
• LUNCH Ii DINNER IANQUET .FACILITIES AVAILABLE 
WEST OF 1-4 OFF LEE RD. ORLANDO, FLA. Ph:. 644-6588 
Congressional Quarterly and in choose senato~s whose VIewpomts 
many cases wrote to their senator they agreed with. 
and received answers in the form of FTU students and the senators 
volumes of information," said they are representing 8re R6bert 
Jervey. Seidl, representing Gurney; Bill 
The Model Senate session which Castellano, representing Lawton 
began yesterday is intended to Chiles; Grafton N. Carlson, 
duplicate as closely as possible all representing J. L. McClellan, D-Ark. 
the functions of the real U.S. Also Harry Barnes, representing 
Senate. Meetings will include Jennings Randolph, D-W.Va.; 
caucauses, committee meetings and Martha Swann, representing William 
general Senate sessions. Fulbright, D-Ark., and Denis Noah, 
Senator Edward Gurney, who is representing Robert Byrd, D-W.Va. 
Central Florida's newest and 
largest unisex boutique!! 
ZAP - Landlubber - Strobe - Wrangler -
Manskin - Ca•terbury Belts - ~ones -
Outer Limits - Elaine Post - in 
off 
with 
this 
AD! 
) 
Live-Ins - Europecraft - SANFORD PLAZA 
Brate~ Apparel - Impressions 
Satiric Documentary on Nixon 
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Nixon Satire Set For SCA.DD 
The Florida premiere of shown at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. he links Nixon and other politicians 
"Millhouse: A White Comedy," ·a De Antonio is an American film with sequences involving John F. 
satire of American politics using maker who has also released such Kennedy, Joe McCarthy, Lyndon 
President Richard Nixon as a commercial films as "Point of Johnson and others. 
symbol, will be shown at the Order," about the Army-McCarthy "I didn't make this film to elect 
Science Auditorium Monday. hearings of the mid-1950s, "Rush Democrats," de Antonio told a San 
The Emile de Antonio film, to Judgment," about the Warren Francisco writer. "I made it to 
which has only been released Commission's investigation of reveal the terrible comic theatre 
. publicly in New York, will be President Kennedy's assassination, that is American politics." 
• u America is Hard to See," about • 
. Shakes~eare· Troup Eugene McCarthys' campaign, and Parking Planned 
·. · r "In the Year of the Pig,'' about the . 
To Ap1near At VC u. s. i~ Vietnam. . For Hum. Bid~. 
! r "Millhouse" traces Nixon's ~ 1 
"The World of Shakespeare's political development from the A parking lot which will contain 
Comedies" is coming to FrU "Checkers" speech to the 850 parking spaces is being 
Tuesday, presented by the South "You-won't-have-Nixon-to-kick-arm considered for the Humanities 
Carolina Theatre Company. press conference to scenes of the Building, which is a portion of 
The program is a collection of President watching go-go dancers. FrlI's Phase Il of construction. 
•• • .r •• .• ;, ~ ~ .: scenes, songs and soliloquies from The film does show de Antonio's This would bring to ab~mt 2,250 
. · • · · ' ' : · · · · .: .. ~~~.: ·~_.·, every comedy by the English person anger at "Nixon and what the number of paved parking places 
. ~rms W tlt.IK~S. Fu TU re Friday Girl, an at~ctive strawberry ~londe playwright, ~d has been adapted he represents," but de Antonio has on ,c:impus. 
WI~ green eyes, 1s Angela Croc~er. Angela IS ~ sopho~o~ sociology for stage by the founder-producer said, "If all this movie does is to T h e . D ~ p art~ en t o f 
ma10~ wh? wa1!-ts to beco~~ a social worker: A_ natwe of M1ch1gan, Ang~la of the South Carolina Theatre pander to your Nixon prejudices, '1!8n~port~t10n is- holding up the 
has lwcd m thJS area for SIX years. Her mam mterests are boys and pmg Company Milton Dickson. then the movie is a failure ... This is bids, said James Schroeder of 
pong. (Photo by ~ke Spin~s) The Company is in its seventh not a personal attack on Nixon, but Physical Plant when he explained 
I I year as the only profe~ional Nixon at this point does stand for th~t FrU may not have the A In.can Art Show Debuts repertory theatre in South Carolina, everything I oppose: the war, proposed parking lot. J ~ and is one of the· few American imperialism everywhere, The proposed lot consists of five 
By Grace Kehrer 
In the spring and summer of this year a schedule Of exhibits for the 
FTU library lobby was organized. This schedule proposed that during 
the fust two weeks of November, FTU would host a display of Mark 
Lynch's sculptures. When Lynch was unable to "go on," a relative 
unknown, an understudy was called forth from the wi~gs. In the best 
tradition of the theatre, i.e:, " ... the show must go on ... ," the 
unknown was revealed to be FTU's director of instnictional media, 
Dick Cornell. 
Gornell calls his exhibit an "interim presentation" consisting of 
"everything from the walls of my home." By way of background 
information, Cornell explained that the display-all contemporary 
places from East Africa --were collected on a field trip he and 11 other 
men made which was sponsored by the American Association of 
Colleges for Teacher Education, the Agency for International 
Development and the U.S. Office of Education. The purpose of the trip 
was to gather first hand information about East Africa and then 
assemble written and audio-visual materials for po~ible development of 
a curriculum of study on East Africa for classroom use. Although 
Cornell readily admits that it is impossible to capture the e~ence of 
East Africa on a six-week field trip or do justice to her cultures, at least 
a teacher has ace~ to factual information that, until now, was not 
available to any teacher. 
A brief listing of the items on display consists of a number of coins, 
ancient and modem, shields made of water buffalo skin; beads from the 
Masi tribe ~d a typical tourist spear. The ebony wood carving was 
made by a blind craftsman from a tribe of blind craftsman in 
Tanganyika. The hand-painted wall hanging from Ethiopia tells the 
tale of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba. The animal skins are from a 
deer and a monkey. The photos taken by Cornell are self explanatory. 
In all, the exhibit is an interesting and informative one. And the act 
that began as a substitute ends as a distinct star in its own right. 
Don~s 
UNl·VERSITY GULF 
Corner of East 50 and Alafaya Trail 
e 
Phone 273-0402 
SER.VICE CALLS 
Complete brake job for $45 
Complete tune-up for $21 
OPEN From 6 am • 10 pm -
Mon.· Sat. 
GOLDEN TRIANGLE SHOPPING CENTER • 
WINTER PARK . MALL 
SANFORD PLAZA 
ORANGE BLOSSOM CENTER 
PARKWOOO PLAZA 
. MT. DORA 
PRE-CHRISTMAS 
.SALE 
C. P. 0. 
JACKET 31% OFF 
Sun. 8 am · 8 pm. 
I· NationaTiy advertised 
, I 
Now Look· 
fashion HeadQuarters 
·t · .. ~ 
. r • .. rc~: .J t~t~ ' · ,;.;.~ ' ~ j ' 
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.: .. . 
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I 
I 
--·' I 
I 
,. I 
self-supporting professional theatres racism in domestic politics." individual lots northwest of the 
in the U.S. To show how traditional Humanities Building site, and the 
The troupe will appear on the American politics is so dependent entrance would tie in with the 
VC green at 11 a.m. Tuesday. upon dirty dealings_and hypocrisy, present road system. 
TKE 
Zales Custom 
Class Rings 
·~ ~I -
STUDENT 
ACCOUNTS . 
INVITED 
Custom style your ring with the school nome, 
on the base and wi th o design or plain sett ing for the stone. 
Choose the stone in your school co lor. b irthsrone, block onyx, 
or a d iamond. Oh yes, we'll engrave your initiqls, too. 
PINE HfL~ 
CENTEJI 
TURKEY 
SHOOT 
Location To Be Announced 
At A Later Date 
NOV. 20 9AM-5.PM 
l ___ she wants hers frorn HIS __ j..,__ ________________ __.. _ __. 
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'Uncle Glenn' T. 
Wants Students 
Blue leaflets with a cartoon 
"Uncle Sam" and a banner saying 
"We want you" which circulated 
a bout two weeks ago is an 
advertisement {or a division of 
Glenn Turner Enterprises. · 
FuTUre FINAL ISSUES 
The November 19 issue of the 
FuTUre, will be the last before 
Thanksgiving. The issue after that 
will come out December 3, and will 
be the last of the quarter. Any 
announcements <,>r notices for 
events occuring before December 3 
must be sQbmitted to the FuTUre 
office before noon Tuesday, Nov. 
16. 
Being A Full-Time College Student Costs, 
Many Must Work To Pay Their Way 
The job is sales training, a 
representative of the firm said, and 
added interviews would be 
scheduled in about two weeks. He 
· said the imn is looking for young 
people, especially those in college, 
to train in sales so that they, in 
turn, may train others in sales. The 
business itself is a cash discount 
card enterprise. 
Being a full-time college student 
today is an expensive proposition, 
and for those enrolled at FTU this 
statement is no exception. With 
tuition costs up to $190 per 
quarter, books to buy, and living 
and transportation costs, it 
becomes very easy for the average 
ENROLLMENT student .to part with well over 
FTU's enrollment has hit an $2,000 a year,· without any frills or 
all-time Jiigh this quarter, with a unnece~ expenses. 
total of 6,137 students - 5,551 Many families cannot manage 
u n d e r gr a d u at es a n d 5 8 7 the rocketing costs and still meet 
postgraduates. other expenses. The result: many 
.. 
LET THEM REGISTER, 
NEXT THING YOU KNOW 
THEY'LL BE VOTING ! 
TO 
.. 
ORANGE COUNlY ONLY 
Tuesday & Wednesday 
November 16 & 17 
9am -- -Spm 
Opp"si.te circulation 
desk itJ library 
By John Gholdston 
students are forced to support its three editorial cartoonists. Bill, a 
themselves as much as possible, junior who is majoring in art an 
"which means like get a job," to political science, finds the job n 
quote from "West Side Story." excellent way to hone his talent 
So, while many students get and knowledge. 
whatever jobs are available, busing FTU has a program of financiAI 
tables, washing dishes, . janitorial assistance for deserving student \ 
work or similar tasks - others are through the Office of Student 
able to work at jobs which more Affairs. Eileen Brennan, a German 
closely utilize their talents. . major, and Beth Reichwald, a 
One of the latter is senior Chris Spanish major, are student 
Schmidt, who is working full-time assistants in the department of 
for WDBO ~levision news, ~d foreign languages. This gives them 
pla~ to contmue on a. full-tm~e an opportunity to be exposed to aU 
basis after ~~~duatrnn t~JS ' facets of the department, including 
Decem~er. Ive bee~, ~n the language laboratory, while 
bro~d~mg. f:>r several ~ears, sru~ earning extra money. Students att 
Chris, and 1t s what I hke to do. employed in this fashion by nearly 
WDBO radio employs another every department on campus. 
student, Ron Page, to work as the With more than 6 000 enrolled 
behind-the-scenes man on the new it is safe ·to assum; that severai 
Tom Mars~all talk show. Scott thousand are employed in some 
Cl~ke, station manager of ~FTU way to ease the financial strain. The 
radio, wo~ks off-campus m the handful of students above 
Product ion d.epart~ent . of ·represents merely a cross-section of 
Wt ESHd-TY' workmg rkw1th d vifldeo young people fil1ing the dual role of 
ape, omg camera wo an oor t d t/ k 
directing. And there is Steve Jones, s u en wor er. 
another communications major, 
who fills his weekends as a floor 'Rap With Experts' 
cameraman at Orlando's WFTV. . 
Over at radio station WKIS, FTU TO Be At EN AUD 
students include Jim Gantner, 
producer and coordinator for the 
Gene Bums Program P.M. and other 
7 40 evening programs and Bill 
Bailey and Pat Flynn, both 
members of the news department at 
the NBC affiliate. 
The long summer days are never 
long enough for Bob Pohlad, a 
junior and botany major. This 
young Winter Park student has 
made the most of every summer 
day for four successive summers 
doing research work in the fields 
and labs of the Department of 
Agriculture. 
TODAY newspaper in Cocoa 
employs student Bill Day as one of 
"Come Rap With the Experts," 
the third in a career information 
series sponsored by the Placement 
Center and the Developmental 
Center, will be held Tuesday at 11 
a.m. in the Engineering 
Auditorium. 
Cltests at the question and 
answer session will be 
representatives from areas in social 
sciences: Dr. Werner Metz, director 
of mental hygiene in Seminole 
County; Wayne Strickland, 
psychiatric social worker from 
Florida Hospital; Robert Ball of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
and Charles Tyson, Kiss~,immee 
city manager. 
CAR RALLY 
Sunday Nov. 21 at noon 
Colonial Lanes Bowling Alley 
EASY&FUN 
CIVITAN production ... LEROY 
Tomorrow's Merchandising 
Concept .... Today!_ 
There's a 
· Pantry .Pride · Store 
Near You .... Save At It!· 
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. ~.i ~~@" : According to John Philip Goree, 200-250 students. 
vice president for business affairs, *University Park - 423 acres at 
the economic impact by 1980 of the intersection of FTU Boulevard 
the FTU campus will exceed a and Alafaya Trail. Phase One will 
payroll of $30 million and a include efficiencies and one, two 
student body of 25,000. and three bedroom apartments. 
Work For Ecology : From 
"Ther will be $75 million worth Future plans call for patio houses, 
f buildings on campus, 3,500 staff single family homes and 
a nd faculty members, 2,100 townhouses. 
~ esearch and instructional *Pegasus Place - located north of 
personnel,'. he said. FTU between Florida Tech 
Also according to the Sentinel, Boulevard and Rouse Road. It 
research specialists say that FTU includes 160 acres, with 80 for 
will require the support of at least mobile homes, 55 for apartments, 
12,630 persons to provide needed 20 for patio houses .and five for 
goods and services. Including commerical interests. 
families, this means that FTU will *A 400-apartment complex with 
add. about 35,000 persons to construction ~et to begin in 1972 
Jrlando metropolitan populations. on 1,100 acres southeast of FTU. 
The community will require The land is owned by Florentes, 
J.0,322 dwelling units and 367 ,300 Inc., a Detroit-based development 
square feet of commercial and retail company. 
space. There will be a total of 7 ,800 *University Village - located two 
jobs generated either directly or and one-half miles north of FTU. 
· ndirectly which will pay wages and Housing accommodations for less 
salaries in the neighborhood of than $100 per month are planned 
$56 400 000. and apartments will be one-story, 
The 'Orange County Planning based on a 20' by 40' prefabricated 
Commission will coordinate the section. 
numerous construction units Assistant Dean of the College of 
through a recently approved new Business Administration Franklin 
zoning designation called Planned Hitt has t:onducted a feasibility 
Development (PD). According to a study on this area for a private 
Commission spokesman, the PD group of individuals. 
concept will require developers to * ACH, INC., has purchased 380 
file a complete plan of their acres southeast of FTU on the Big 
proposed area. Econ Rivf:r and plans includes a 
The original zoning of the area mobile ~rnme-golf course 
will remain unchanged until a given combinatio1. 
Former aerospace scientists and engineers enrolled in FTU's RETRO 
program are working to contribute their decades of experience and 
technical knowledge to help solve environmental problems. 
They have applied their knowledge in a number of studies designed to 
speed flows of persons, 
communications and even garbage. much to contribute toward the 
solution of those everyday 
problems that plaJ!Ue us all." 
Studies are now being conducted 
of patient flow in the emergency 
room of Florida Hospital. After 
collecting necessary facts, the 
students will design various 
·"models" using computers, which 
will attempt to trim any extraneous 
procedures that tend to reduce the 
admission-to-treatment cycle. 
When they complete their : 
year-long course in June, RETRO : 
students will be awarded Master's • 
degrees in environmental systems : . 
management. • 
• 
• All of the current projects will 
be completed in December. Results 
will be published soon after, 
The Florida Hospital project is according to Doering. 
just one of several. Other students ~ 
are involved in studies of the a 1. ,, 
Orlan.do solid waste dispo~l . 'lf'r/.Sl/f'fiJ.Jf mf7. JS··· 
operation, the courts system m '- - -
Brevard County and a revamping 
Orlando's public safety , 
communications sytem that would 
put the police and fire departments 
and ambulance services on a single 
radio frequency. 
The one-time aerospace workers 
are preparing themselves for their 
new careers by "going out and 
doing," according to their 
instructor, Dr. Robert D. Doering, 
associate professor of industrial 
engineering. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
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the people 
who brouaht 
you no radiator 
No clutch 
As part of VW's continu-
ing policy of doing away 
with the unnecessary 
we've done away with the 
clutch pedal. 
It's unnecessary becaues 
our Fastback and Square-
back Sedans now have an 
optional fully automatic 
transmission. 
With 3 forward speeds . 
And fewer moving parts 
than any 3-speed automatic 
anywhere. 
No carburetor and no 
radiator, of course, are 
still standard on both 
models . 
LOUIS 
plan is filed and approval for a *A 40·-. icre mobile home park is 
zoning change is given by the presen1· ~y under construction, 
Commission. located State Road 420, east of "W l"k t think f . . 
U n 1 i k e o t h e r z o n i n g Bonnevii· Road and south of e l e o o engmee~ng . ! VOLKSWAGEN 
designations, the PD will allow High 50 as much more than a techmcal 
*Swtayl · I M d d So science wrapped in a cloak of pending approval by the aney . ea ows an n d" d f 1 ,, .d 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
6363 E. Colonial 
277-7220 
• 
• 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Commission on almost any Development Corporation will iag~ams" an ' orm~ as,. sai 
combination of residential and build a 30 quadraplex units in Doenng. Today s engmeenng has 
commercial zoning. No additions or Ridgeway University Village on ----------------------------~-----------....., 
changes in the plan can be made Sharon Place south of Oviedo. MAINLINING without further approval. Units will be sold to private 
Care will be taken, according to investers for management and will 
some developers, not just to meet be ready by fall 1972. 
the needs of housing, but to meet 
these needs without upsetting the 
ecology of the region. AIJ factors 
considered, the FTU area is 
"expected to be the nucleus of a 
community of approximately 
35,000 persons by 1988 ," 
according to the Sentinel. 
In addition to three planned 
communities, five other 
cpnstruction projects have been 
revealed. The eight are : 
*University Hylands - in 
addition to the 53 already 
operating units, 62 more are 
scheduled for completion by 
January. These will house between 
Campus Glances 
CAN COLLECTION 
A section of Dr. Martin 
Wanielista's Engineering 488 class is 
collecting aluminum cans as part of a 
project for the class. The E!roup has 
placed a container near the 
elevators on the second floor of the 
library. 
All students who would like to 
assist with this ecology project are 
asked to put their empty aluminum 
cans in this container. 
SHOULD JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR 
BE INVITED TO ORLANDO? BOYCOTI IT! 
WE SAY NO! 
Write for our free booklet: 
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR, BLESSING OR BLASPHEMY? 
CHRISTIAN ACTION FELLOWSHIP 
P .0. Box 1004 Maitland, Florida 32751 
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MOCK 
"' CRIMINAL TRIAL 
\ Judge RogerTumer, Presiding 
\ 
\ 
\ 
Invoke your legal rights . 
Be present Be for JURY DUTY at 
647-7700 for information 
This is no rube 
The Maitland Public Library 
501 S. Maitland Ave. 
Wed, Nov 17, 7 : 30 PM 
\CARE ABOUT WHAT 
HAPPENS.IT'S YOUR 
SCHOOL TOO. 
VOTE 
November 12, 1971 
Art Dept. Members 
Return From Abroad 
Three fac'ulty members from the art department spent the summer 
mo~ths working abroad. Sculptor Johann Eyfells, spent two months in his 
native Iceland where he supervised the design and installation of a 
monumental cast stone sculpture, purchased by the capital of Iceland 
Reykjavik. This acquisition is now ' 
displayed in front of Iceland's 
National Museum of Art. 
Eyfells was also involved in 
preliminary location design and 
foundation construction. for a 
major commissioned piece to be 
executed at a popular summer ski 
resort in the mountainous interior 
of Iceland. 
Dr. Walter Gaudnek, art 
historian and painter, tr~veled 
widely in Europe working on 
research primarily in his native 
Germany. He received a 
commission from the city of 
Cologne to design a cover for a 
publication by the City Bureau of 
Cultural and Industrial Life. He 
visited numerous museums and 
galleries, artist studios and art 
academies (including special 
experimental summer camp for 
creative teenagers.) 
He also held conferences with 
educators, scholars and 
administrators and was invited to 
address a faculty commjJ;tee at the 
Academic der Bildenden Kuenste in 
Munich. 
to be held in Munich and Ingolstadt 
and to work on a proposal for an 
international talent exchange. He 
also received an invitation to write 
the text for a new Mass to have its 
first presentation in Cologne. 
St even Lotz, acting art 
chairman, and his family spent the 
summer on their property in the 
village of Panajachel, Guatemala. 
Lotz executed numerous drawings 
and a large cruciform painting, 
measuring 20 feet high and 18 feet 
wide. During the summer, Lotz also 
made a study tour of the ancient, 
ruined Mayan city of Tikal, in the 
Petan region of Guatemala. 
Teachers' Exams 
Offered At FTU 
FTU seniors majoring in 
Education may take the National 
Teacher Examinations on any of 
four dates. They are November 13, 
1971 and January 29, April 8 and 
July 15, 197 2. The test is given by 
the Educational Testing Service and 
will be administered at nearly 500 
locations in the United States this 
FuTUre 
-
Twelve New Faculty Members 
Appointed In BADM College 
Page 7 
Twelve faculty members have accounting. He has wide experience administration, who has just 
been appointed to FTU's College of in public and private accounting. completed course work towards his 
Business Administration, Dean Miss Marilyn Faye Busch, a doctorate in public law and 
Charles E. Gilliland Jr. has certified Public Accountant who administration at the University of As a result of these visits, he has 
been invited to oreoare exhibitions year. announced. Eleven of the new was a visiting instructor in Tennessee. While on campus in 
Prospective teachers should faculty members will be on the accounting last year, has also joined 1969-70, he was voted "Best 
contact the school systems in which staff of the department of business the faculty. The native Missourian, Professor of the Colleg~ Business 
they seek employment or their administration, and one will be in now living in Winter Park formerly Administration." Last year, he was 
colleges for specific information on the department of economics and was employed by Price, Waterhouse a lecturer in business law at the 
&zaar - Auction 
Dates Moved Up 
which examinations to take. On finance. and Co. in Miami and Orlando as a University of Tennessee. 
Dates have been changed for the each full day of testing prospective Dr. Raymond L. Martin is a member of the audit staff. Jackson L. Winchester, lecturer 
Bazaar and. Art Auction sponsored teachers may take the Common visiting associate professor of Another new faculty member in business administration and 
by the Village Center and the E . . h. business administration. Since and instructor in accounting is Miss coordinator of the graduate 
u.m om e . . y m een . o nson, an honors program in business administration College Of Education. xam1n.ation w 1ch _measures ret; .  · g fr th u s Arm · Kathl R J h The sale and auction of art professwnal preparation and 1970 with the rank of colonel, he graduate from Orlando Junior has been an adjunct instructor i~ 
objects created by FTU faculty and general ed~cations backgrou?d ~d has been working as an independent College and Rollins Colle_ge. She business administration and 
staff will be November 30 and a Teaching Area Exammation consultant in research and formerly taught from 1966 to 1970 political science at FTU. Prior to 
December 1. This is one day earlier which measures mastery of the development management, and has at the College of Orlando. · joining the faculty, Winchester 
than originally scheduled. subject they intend to teach. just completed the manuscript for a Joseph Nieb is a visiting assistant served with the U.S. Air Force. 
Creations to be soJd should be Results of the National Teacher new book entitled, "The Impact of P r o f e s s o r o f b u s i n e s s While on active duty, he attended a 
brought to the Village Center by Examinations are used by many the Nixon Administration Policies administration. His background number of professional schools 
November 29, and the art work large school districts as one of on Resources for Research and includes nine years of teaching at which included Command and Staff 
may be sold at a set price or several factors in the selection of Development." Kansas Wesleyan University in College and Air War College. · 
auctioned to the. highest bidder. Frank B. Bondurant comes to Salina, and at Gannon College in F • c }uh 
new teachers and by several states F U E · ore1gn The sellers may decide to keep the T directly ~om the business ne, _Penn. He I?resently is 
whole profit or donate one quarter for certification or licensing of world as an assistant of business completmg work on his doctrorate 
of the sale price to the Fl'U teachers. a?ministration. He formerly was in economics at the University of Es tab 11· shed 
Foundation, which is matching I vice president for marketing with Kansas. 
each $1 donation with $9. , . . Vanda Beauty Counselors and Dr. Henry E. Mallue Jr. returns B K • 
. Wanda Russell, VC program . previously had been a divisional to the FTU campus as an instructor y aSSlill. 
director, and Linda Eastman sales manager for Avon Products of in business administration after a Dr. Husain Kassim, assistant 
professor of humanities, has 
scheduled for next Friday the first 
meeting of a new and unique 
organization for foreign students at 
FTU. 
assistant program director, said LOST WATCH New York. year as visiting instructor in 
they urge students, faculty and A Bulova Acutron watch was Donald A. Fuller will join the business law. 
staff to begin their crafts now., found Monday morning in the Business Administration faculty in Returning to FTU after a year's 
They also .say that the auction Library Building's second floor January as an assistant professor. leave of absence is Dr. R. Thomas 
and sale are ways persons may buy men's room. He has been serving as an instructor Stone Jr. instructor in business 
interesting and individual gifts for The watch may be claimed in at Georgia State University and as • 
the coming Christmas season. LR 238. assistant guidance director for the Christmas Dance Kassim said the organization ~==================~=======~sc~~~~~esLfu~ilitiootoT F , ~~befu~hd~~fure~ 
... teaching positions, he also has been 0 eature Fire' Student Affairs to help foreign Union Park Texaco e a marketing research analyst with students smooth out some of their Lockheed-Georgia Corporation. "Fire" has been selected as the problems, ranging from registration 
10531 E. Colonial Drive TEXACO A 1940 graduate of Orlando band for the December 3 Christmas to graduation and everything in 
(
Front of Winn Dixie) High School, Edwin A. Wood, is an ~::· lrh~:~cet an annual_1e1vebnt tbetwteehn. Thfe organization will also assistant professor of business £ 
1 
·~ rs year, w1 e ry o ave oreign students placed 
• administration. He now is orma -sem110rt?al dress. with American families as guests. 
Service Calls, Brake work, Ph. 273-1787 completing work on his doctorate . Included this year is a contest Kassim said that "this could be 
Tune-up, Pre-inspection 6 11 attheUniversityofFlorida.Atthe forMr.~ndMissElf.R~quirements, beneficial to both the foreign 
am - pm time of his retirement from the accordmg to chairman Don students and the American families 
U.S. Air Force as a colonel in 1968 Hyneman, are a 2.0 average and they stay with:" 
' "the abTt to b · "bl ,, Th 
Lube/oil change w/filter, front wheel bearin"S Wood was professor of aerospace . 11 y e VIS) e. ere "Another purpose of the group 
F. studies (Air Force ROTC) at will also be a ~anta contest open to will be to have festivities and 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~p=a=c=k=e=d~ju=s=t~$=7=.5~5~&~T~a~X~Purdue Universtt~ Afts h~allm~efull~~efa~ltymd~aff ~~~andollisc~turaluti~~s 
- f t h · t t · members. of different nations of the world so 
--------------------------------, re irem~n , e was an 1r:s ru~ or 10 Entry forms for the contests will th acco.~mtmg at the Umvers1~y of be available in the Village Center all at we may learn more about the Florid~ for two years. next week. Campaigning will begin ~~~~~~s of various nations," Kassim 
The Atlantic Tide Is Rising 
Atlantic 
National Bank 
of Winter Park 
-:-and-
Atlantic Bank of Orlando 
-coming soon-
·Westside Atlantic Bank 
A_ss_1stan~ professor of business November 23, and voting in the 
~~mm1stration John F. Bussman Snack Bar ·Will be November 30 and 
1oms the ~TU .faculty from Fl~rida December 1. Finalists will be 
State. University where he 1s . a chosen December 2, and the final 
candidate for the D.B.A. 10 vote will be the night of the dance. 
VISIT · ~ SECOND VERSE 
. FOR A REAL TREAT ·1N SHOPPING 
The officers of the organization 
will be persons from different areas 
of the world, and all American 
students are eligible for 
membership. 
The organization will be made 
up of persons from different areas 
of the world, and all American 
students are eligible for 
membership. ' 
Almost 100 foreign students are 
enrolled at FTU. 
The first meeting of the 
LARGE SELECTION OF SMALLER SIZES organization wil1 be next Friday at 
7:30 p.m. in LR 233. All foreign 
FASHIONS GENTLY WORN. students are expected to attend the 
meeting and may contact Kassim at 
407 W. FAIRBANKS 275-2273. Election of officers will 
--------------------------------·~~-~-~~~~~••••••~~~~~~~~~~~l~h~ddlliem~tin~ 
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Representatives of Phi Kappa Psi 
National Fraternity will be on 
campus Monday and Tuesday to 
speak to men interested in forming 
a colony. The fraternity was 
founded in Cleveland, Ohio, in 
1852 and now has chapters at 
University of Florida and Florida 
State University and a colony at 
Florida Institute of Technology. 
looking forward 
cookout. 
to another planned for Monday, following the -I '! 
'J {• 
Interested persons may meet 
with Neal Sanders, national 
treasurer, and other national 
officers in AD 241 between 9 a.m. 
and 5 p.m. 
Jan4ellenit 
The annual Panhellenic 
"Pre-Rush" coffee for prospective 
rushees will be held Wednesday 
from 7:30-9:30 p.m. in the Board 
of Regents Conference Room in the 
Administration Building. All · 
women students are invited to 
attend_ 
Prospective rushees will be 
introduced to the Greek system of 
the individual sororities. 
Information on the rush schedule, 
finances and requirements of rush 
will be presented. 
Last week a group of brothers 
were guests at the Sigma Chi 
Alumni banquet. After the meal, 
the past presidents of the alumni 
association were honored and given 
plaques. It was the 30th anniversary 
of the association which was 
founded in 1941. 
Sigma Sigma Chi II won its first 
volleyball game over LXA II. SSX I 
starts its season off with a game 
against AKPi. 
The Kappa Sigma brother-pledge 
football game was played last 
Friday with the brothers winning 
by the score of 8-0. The brothers 
scored on a pass from Hartley to 
Meador and on a safety when the 
pledges' quarterback was tackled in 
the end zone. Congratulations go to 
the pledg~ for a hard-fought game. 
Also, ·Kappa Sigs thank the little 
sisters for th~ post-game meal they 
prepared. 
KS would like to congratulate 
the pledges for their slick 
performance Saturday night which 
went off like a well-oiled machine. 
The brothers were surprised to find 
out the number of jocks in the 
Alpha pledge class. After the night 
of fun and games was cut off by 
visitors they made a hasty retreat to 
the R.C. Steak House for breakfast. 
regular meeting. The meeting will 
be at Foxcroft Apartments at 6 
p.m. Come prepared to work. 
The pledge pins have arrived and 
are gold knots, small replicas of the 
original rope knots. 
Next Friday there will be a 
social with A TO. The festivities will 
begin at 4 p.m. and will be at the 
ATO house. 
The following Saturday, Nov. 
20, there is a date social planned. It 
will be a beach party in New 
Smyrna. 
The final deadline for outfits is 
this Monday. 
Tyes · tied for second place in 
women's volleyball this year. 
Thanks go to the team for the good 
job they did. In preparing for the 
upcoming football season, practices 
were begun this week. 
Another candlelight ceremony 
was held at the Tri-Delta meeting 
Monday night. Congratulations to 
newly engaged sister Kerry Wrisley 
to Jeff Gauntlet. 
A social will be held with ATO 
fraternity Wednesday. The 
Panhellenic Coffee will also be 
faculty. 
Present members of the pledge 
class are Dennis Argo, Tim Brown, 
Marty Burke, Barry Butler, Gary 
Byerley, Dick Dewey, Scott Fuller, 
Charlie Gahrke, Heywood Gordon, 
Dennis Harbison, Johnny Johnson, 
Mark Keller, Larry Mccorkle , 
Kevin Murphy, Mike Mustard, Mike 
Phillips, Robert Ryan, Herb 
Weishaupt, Dale Wise and Ben 
Wood. 
One project for Thanksgiving in 
the works is a turkey shoot, set for 
November 20. Details later. 
The College Bowl team from 
A TO placed second over all the 
fraternities. ATO congratulates 
Delta Tau Delta for a fine showing 
in the ~rain Bowl. _ , 
There is a barbecue at the house 
Saturday at 4 p.m. The cookout 
will initiate the newly-erected 
barbecue built by the fall pledge 
class. 
The air-conditioner was installed 
last Friday but cold weather has 
precluded its use. The house is 
finally completed and will now 
serve as the center for all ATO 
functions. 
There will be a band party at the 
house on Saturday, Nov. 20 from 
8-12 p.m. "Tea and Crumpets" will 
be served. 
The Zetas held a picnic social for 
the brothers and pledges of Pike 
Fraternity last Sunday at Wekiwa 
Springs Park. Football, canoeing 
and lunch filled the · afternoon's 
activities. 
Zetas got together with alumnae 
last night for a "mock" rush at the 
home of pledge trainer Carol 
Wooldridge. The girls practiced 
songs and the rotation system at 
the rush practice. 
ZTA sister Martha Swann is 
spending the weekend at Stetson 
University in DeLand this weekend 
where she is participating in the 
Model U.S. Senate. Miss Swann is 
portraying Senator J. William 
Fulbright of Arkansas at the 
weekend activity. 
This past weekend the brothers 
and pledges of TKE got t.ogether 
for a fellowship party at the old 
stomping grounds. All had a great 
time, and the Raiders entertained 
along with Howie and his friends. 
This weekend there will be a 
party at the Summit Apartments. It 
will begin at 8:30 p.m. 
The brothers would like to 
congratulate Jeff Gauntlett, who 
recently announced his engagement 
to Kerry Wrisley. They plan to wed 
next July. 
TKE I started off great this week 
in Intramural Volleyball by beating 
Lambda Chi Alpha in two games. 
The team is the current Greek 
champion, winning in Greek 
competition last year. TKE II, 
however, lost their first today. 
Fifteen was the chosen number 
of Lambda Chi when 15 new "little 
sisters" were chosen Sunday night. 
These girls will be the start of the 
LXA new little sister program. This 
•program will have no officers or 
meetin~, and members will be at 
LXA functions. Each girl will have 
a big and little brother to keep in 
touch with. 
The charter banquet will have 
drinks, eats and song followed by a 
ball featuring "In ~The Beginning." 
All brothers will be there with 
many alumni. 
Are you satisfied with our 
present government? Yes or No. 
Then register to vote Tuesday and 
Wednesday and cast your decision 
in 1972. 
The Delts are proud to announce 
that thejr colonization procedures 
are now complete. They offer a 
thank-you to the little sisters for 
the precolonization party. Thanks 
to "Dee" for buying the brothers 
two pitchers of beer Wednesday 
evening to help celebrate the 
victory of the Delta Tau Delta 
College Bowl team. On the panel 
were brothers Joe Thomas 
(captain), Bob Smedley, Fred 
Romano and pledge Don Hyneman. 
They appreciate the altemate-s 
having attended the matches. The 
party afterwards was a ripping 
success as Gene Lenfest tore off 
pants pockets. 
Elections for new officers were 
held last Sunday night. The results 
are as foJJows: Grand Master, Jim 
VanHorn; Grand Procurator, Bruce 
Forster; Grand Scribe, Craig Smith; 
Grand Treasurer, Gary Wethrbee; 
Grand Master of Ceremonies, Dave 
Hansen; Judicial Board, Butch 
Denis, Jeff Junkins and Duncan 
Marks; Guards, Daryl Graham and 
Paul Harkiewicz. The new officers r------------------------------------------, 
willtakeoverinJanuary. HAT IS A SORO. R. ITV ... All brothers, pledges and little F 
sisters are reminded that Parent's e 
The brothers welcome in their 
newest little sister, Dee Anderson. 
Congratulations to Bob Smedley 
for winning the second annual 
bowling tournament and to Gary 
Anderson for winning the Putt Putt 
tournament. 
There is an official Colonization 
Bash scheduled Friday evening at 8 
p.m. at the house. 
Saturday, Nov. 20, the Delta 
Tau Delta chapters of the-
University of Florida and the 
University of South Florida will 
have their annual football game 
here in Orlando. That evening the 
pledge class will go through formal 
initiation. 
The brothers would like to 
thank the fall pledge class for the 
fine barbecue they hosted last 
Sunday. The pledges prepared 
chicken, salad and potatoes for the 
brothers and their dates. Everyone 
enjoyed the fun and food and are 
Day will be held Sunday from 2 to 
5 p.m. at the house. 
The Tyes Halloween Party for 
the orphans at the Lutheran Haven 
Children's Home was held October 
31 from 2-3: 30 p.m. and was 
successful. The children made 
jack-o' -lanterns and bobbed for 
apples. 
On Tuesday, Tyes will be 
attending the JC Banquet at Sumter 
Correctional Institution. The group 
will be leaving FTU at 4 p.m. to 
attend the dinner, which begins at 6 
p.m. Correctional officials from all 
over the state will also be there. 
As another service project, Tyes 
will be helping the Village Center 
by making cookies for the 
Christmas Dance. 
The group is in the process of 
making ties for Pi Kappa Alpha 
Fraternity, in their colors of garnet 
and gold. A second work party is i------------------ ----------. 
! Ann km, l 
i SouTA i 
l c ~su..a\ t, cu~fo m dothe.s I 
·Take 2 Hours To Find Out. 
at the 
PANHELLENIC COFFEE 
WHY SORORITY 
WHAT IS RUSH 
WHAT CAN A SORORITY OFFER YOU 
INFORMAL DISCUSSION 
SKITS 
REFRESHMENTS 
', . - ~ > ~ WED, NOV 17 730-9 30 PM 
: SportswearCustom Designing and Accessories REGENTS CONFERENCE ROOM 
I 114-A Park Ave. South in Greenda Court 1 L ______ wint~!ark, ~!2rida _p~~!~'!Z-8707 ________ {_3_d!'-"_FL_o_o_R_A_D_M_) _____________________ ..J 
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FTU-TV IS Brainchild 
Under Construction 
By Ann Sperring 
Anytime you try to build a brainchild it's rough. There are problems, 
frustrations and hassles of a general nature. Scott Clark knows about 
brainchildren and problems. His adopted prodigy, WFTU-TV, is having its 
problems. But even with t~e technical setbacks besetting him, Clark 
foresees a great potential f~r the 
st.ation. featuring assist.ant professor James 
"We aren't a 4toy' as people Couch demon.strating the fine 
often refer to us. We are a very real points of Japanese cuisine. Most of 
and concerned organization, and the show was done live, and Clark 
are trying to impress upon the reports he "was very pleased with 
student the many services we can the production." 
offer" said Clark. Scheduled for upcoming A~ong the ·services was a presentation is a half-hour news 
day-long coverage of the recent show, done weekly, to focus on 
Student Government elections. student news. Focus 4, the new 
More than 75 students worked on feature in the making, will be a 
presenting the cove~e, wh~ch student-oriented program in order 
included interviews with to stimulate interest in student 
candidates, President Charles affairs. In the same vein, WFTU-TV 
Millican and a "mystery guest" will also present a Student 
Government report. 
"We want to establish an open j.) · · · line of communication for the 
students. We have great potential, 
l 
and we are trying very hard to put 
this to work for the students. I have 
some hard-working people really 
trying to get a good thing going, 
but each new person can 
contribute," Clark said. 
Brainchildren don't come easy. 
Clark is finding that out each 
minute he works on this project. 
But many grow up into full-fledged 
productions, and this is what 
WFTU-TV is trying to do. 
STUDENT RECITAL 
A student recital will be 
.-------------~presented by the music department 
WTKW 
FM90.5 
The FTU Student 
Sound 8 PM - 11 PM 
Mon .. Wed. Fri. 
Heard ·us Yet? 
8: 30 p.m. Monday in the 
Engineering Auditorium. 
The recital will include three 
sonatas by Ludwig van Beethoven, 
selections from Franz Schubert, 
Richard Strauss and Georg 
Telemann. Other features will 
include selections from Mozart's 
"Die Zauberflote," Verdi's "II 
Trovatore,''. and Debussy's 
"L'Enfante Prodigue." 
Following the recital Orpheus 
will host a reception in the music 
department at the Village Center. 
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BICYCLE CLUB 
Anyone who owns a bicycle is 
invited to attend a meeting noon 
Monday on the Village Center 
green. . 
Plans concerning the formation 
of a bicycle club will be discussed 
and a bike hike will be planned. 
ACLU 
The American Civil Liberties 
Union chapter at FTU will meet 11 
a.m. next Thursday in LR 239. 
Anyone is welcome to attend or 
join at the meeting. There will be a 
speaker discussing student rights. 
CHESS CLUB 
The Chess Club will meet 7 p.m. 
Monday; due to a mix-up last week, 
this week's meeting place will be 
GC 114. 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
The International Club will host 
an international Pot-Luck Dinner at 
the Winter Park Village Apartments 
clubhouse tomorrow from 6 p.m. 
till. For 50 cents members and 
guests may enjoy the dinner and 
the party afterwards. Any members 
who are bringing napkins, cups, etc . 
may take these items to AD 395 
any time today. 
There will be an important 
business meeting 11 a.m. Tuesday 
when changes in the constitution 
will be discussed. 
The production of the Spanish 
play, "El Viejo Celoso,'~ is 
proceeding well with the selection 
of actors and actresses to be 
announced November 30. 
One of the upcoming 
money-raising projects of the club 
is a shoe-shine · 
BIOLOGY CLUB 
The FTU Biology Club, in 
connection with the Chemistry 
Club, has succeeded in gaining 
approval for a lounge area in the 
Science Building. The club wishes 
to thank all persons, both 
administrative personnel and 
students who have helped achieve 
this goal. A lounge area is badly 
needed and all science students are 
thankful for finally having a place 
to sit down! 
A meeting will be held Tuesday 
at 11 a.m. in SC 335. All students 
are invited; club members always 
like to see new faces. 
CIRCLE K 
After attending the recent State 
Social Issues Conference, Circle K is 
ready to set out on its goals of 
involving the student in campus 
activities. 
A campus-wide poll is scheduled 
during preregistration next week. 
This is a chance for all students to 
Building to discuss the state officers 
workshop. Approximately 60 
students and their advisors 
attended. 
The District ill chapters of PBL 
who attended were FTU and Lake 
Sumter Junior College. State 
parliamentarian for FBLA, Vicky 
Johnson; District III FBLA advisor, 
Mrs. Ruth Pryor, and District ID 
vice president for FBLA, Martha 
Chapman also attended. Jane 
Beninate District III vice-president 
' . for PBL, presided over the meetmg. 
Coffee and doughnuts were 
served for breakfast, and lunch was 
held in the cafeteria. 
Free Day Sought 
By SG Resolution 
A resolution to exempt students 
from classes on all or part of 
election days was scheduled to be 
introduced at yesterday's Student 
Government meeting. 
have their say in governing the The resolution points out that in 
action of student organizations in view of the fact that citizens who 
future quarters. All results will be have reached the age of 18 are 
available to any campus allowed to vote, students should 
organization upon request. Student have the opportunity to vote 
Government will ~ist in making without having the problem of class 
this as effective 3£ possible and is conflicts. 
concerned about the results. 
Circle K is ar. organization that 
is involved in all phases of its 
environment: social, political, 
ecological, etc. The persons it seeks 
as members are those who believe 
in themselves and care about 
others. 
Meetings are held 11 a.m. 
Tuesdays in AD 225. All students 
are invited. 
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
"I got the idea from a similar 
action proposed at the University 
of Nebraska in Omaha," said 
sponsor of the bill Senator Mike 
Strandberg. 
"This will give resident students 
the opportunity to get off campus 
and vote. It will also benefit 
commuter students, especially 
those who must vote in other 
ct,unties,'' added Strandberg. 
On Saturday, Oct. 30, Phi Beta Strandberg said that he has 
McGovern 
for President 
Lambda held a District III Officers talked to a few students and 
Workshop on campus. Meetings senators and feels that opinion is 
were held in the Genekt Classroom divi<;led about equally OJ?. the bill. 
Ce!UB .eLU.!J 
• 111 "MIAMI" ''Why Settle For Less?" 
STUDENTS 
FOR MCGOVERN 
will hold their first Illeeting 
November 18,1971 
7pni--830pill GCBllS 
Thursday -- Saturday Nights 
Beautiful Downtown 
Sanford 
THE W&~Di~ft.NIESt innrP 
CAMPING & CANOE CENTER 
East-Central Florida.s Equipment & Supply Headquarters 
for 
CAMPERS -- HIKERS·· CANOEIS'I:S 
we specialize in outfitting Hikers, Backpackers and .cycli~t,s 
0 Backpacks by Gerry, Kelty and Camp Trails · ,'. 
o Rucksacks by LaFuma and Millet · 
0 Tyrolean "Waffle-Stomper" .Hiking Boots 
0 Wigwam hiking socks and knit caps 
o Lightweight down sleeping b~gs . 
0 Freeze-dried Trail Foods- Wide selection 
o Rain suits and ponchos 
0 Lightweight Nylon and Poplin tents 
o Lanterns, stoves and cookware 
0 Books on camping, hiking and nature study 
o Camping kriives, saws and axes . 
o Canoes by Old Town, Grumman, Semmole .. ·' i 
o Kayaks by Hans Klepper and Old Town ·. ~: · 
1426 LAKE DRIVE COCOA . (30S.) .632-3070 
Tues. thru Sat. 9:30 to 5:30- Thurs. Eve. tdl 8:30 ., · . 
Closed Sun . . & Mon. 
Take S.R. 520, tum left at first traffic light east of 
1-95, then right at next light 
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Soccer Given Go-Ahead 
Leo Gante 
Raises Spirit 
By John Gordon 
The FTU soccer Club bas decided to continue its season of games into 
thfJ winter quarter due to the good turnout at last Friday's meeting and at 
last Saturday's meet against St. Leo CoJlege. 
· Four students have joined the team since that meeting, meaning that 
now player substitutions can be 
made during a game without fear of 
risking a goal. 
" Although FTU lost to .St. Leo by 
a score of 4-2, Team Captain Bob 
Steadman felt sure his Soccer 
Knights would have captured their 
first victory if there were more 
officiating referees to catch fouls 
"deliberately aimed at FTU." 
"At the end of the first half, we 
were winning 2-0," Steadman said, 
"but, at the beginning of the third 
quarter we lost three good men due 
to intentional fouling by St. Leo 
players." 
According to Steadman, goalie 
Rudy Zereldo was roughly kicked 
in the head while trying to block a 
kick. This incident put him out of 
"This is the first time I have ever 
seen our group of players work 
together as a team," Steadman said. 
"I . feel that if we continue playing 
the way we did against St. Leo, we 
will have a very successful winter 
season." 
This Tuesday the FTU Soccer 
Knights battle Shelton College at 
3: 30 p.m. on the football field. An 
action-packed game is promised by . 
Steadman and his team. All 
students are invited to attend this 
game. · 
:W res tiers Enter 
Fort Myers Meet 
ATOWins 
Football 
Playoffs 
By BROADWAY BEAR 
ATO became the football 
champions by defeating last year's 
defending champions, the Bombers, 
21-0 in the semi-final, and then 
defeating the Faculty-Staff 41-31 in 
the final playoff game of the 
season. 
In the Bomber game, ATO 
quarterback Marc Stockwell passed 
for three TDs, two of them to Mark 
Faller, one a 35-yarder .and one a 
five-yarder. Mike Macintyre caught 
the other TD pass, another nifty 
reception by the guard. Mike 
Abufaris caught two extra points, 
and John Speer caught the other 
one. 
The FTU grapplers will enter _,._ . ........ ....._ ......... _._ 
.l!J...-. their first wrestling tournament this SOCCER CONTINUES SCHEDULE ·· Soccer will remain as one of 
While Stockwell and Faller led 
the offense, the defense was led by 
former Edgewater High standout 
Greg Gavel, who completed a day's 
work with three interceptions. A 
fantastic rush by Steve Arcidiacono 
(Archie) kept c'ontinuous pressure 
on Bomber passer Jerry Webb. ln a 
losing cause Webb played well, 
intercepting a pass on the one-yard e 
line, stopping the first ATO drive. 
J....,... - Saturday at 11 a.m. in Fort Myers. FTU's intercollegiate sports, due to a good response to the team's call 
SFORIS The AAU-sponsored meet will be for more pJayers. In this shot, FTU halfback Robert Magnusson drives . . heJd at the Fort Myers YMCA and the ball past a St. Leo player and heads toward the FTU goal. (Photo 
_ is open to all high school and by Ike Spinos) The final game, involving A TO 
NEWS ·college wrestlers. Twenty Tech grapplers will leave 
the campus at 6 p.m. to represent 
•-- ~I=~=~=~=~=~=2:=~:t~. ~r~ i~5~~\;~2·a!~\~;5p;::a ?~ classes, including all heavy weight 
the game with near-concussion divisions. Included in . these 20 are 
injuries. Two other players were Joh~ Rouse and Ch~he Patten, last 
put out of play with swollen ankles year s first and . third place state 
and leg injuries when they were . champs, consecutively. . 
tripped while trying to make goals. Although. the matches wd~ be 
Steadman said all team members ruled by stricter AAU regulations, 
felt confident that they could have Wrestling Coac? Jerry Gergley said 
beaten St. Leo last Saturday if the he feels th~t his squad ~f men are 
meet could have been more together this year and will have no 
carefully supervised. trouble placing high in this meet. 
~ 
HANDBALL WINNERS-Dr. Robert Rothberg and Dr. Joby 
Anthony (right to left) beat out students Ernest Baker and Julian 
Ganouchio in this week's intramural handball tournaments, taking first 
place honors. (Photo by Jon Findel) 
IF YOUTH BUT KNEW WHAT AGE WOULD CRAVE, 
YOUTH WOULD THEN BOTH GET AND SAVE 
{ENGLISH PROVERB) 
May we help? 
KENNETH I. GRUSHKA & ASSOC. 
THE STATE LIFE INSURANCE CO. 
3191 McGuire 
Orlando, Florida Suite 150 II Ph. 843-6900 
{Continued on Next Page1 
ff EL,. WAt41ED! HELP WA1 TED! 
SPECIAL PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT 
THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MENTAVIVOLOGY, 
Central Florida's only licensed school of its kind, teachi-ng 
TOTAL HUMAN ENGINEERING, needs trainees for a 
teaching staff. 
Trainees should be able to spend a minimum of two hours a 
week in special class work for a total of 12 weeks. Those applying 
should have a sincere desire to serve humanity through the 
unique self-improvement program offered by the American 
School of Mentavivology. 
·course includes a full and comprehensive study of what has 
become known as "hypnosis" and "self-hypnosis", which is more 
correctly inte.nsified persuasion through simple and easy to learn 
procedures. Each trainee wil have the opportunity to submit any 
personal problems, "hang-ups", or nerv~-oriented physical illness 
for elimination. 
Positively no fees to trainees. 
SPECIAL $5,000 SCHOLARSHIP JUND FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS 
The American School of Mentavivology has placed On 
deposit at the Sanford Atlantic National Bank a special scholar· 
ship fund of $5,000 to be used to finance the education of 
qualified students who wish to pursue the Mind-Life Sciences as a 
career. Students interested should apply by letter to address 
below. 
REWARDS FROM TOTAL HUMAN ENGINEERING ARE MANY: 
1. Total and complete self-confidence .. 
2. Amazingly fast learning ability, developing true "computer-
ized thinking". 
3. Raptdly increasing excellence in any motor skills, including 
athletics. 
4. Permanent relief from all forms of nervous tension and the 
unpleasant symptoms caused by nervous tension, such as 
migrane headaches, sleeplessness, stage fright, stammering, 
etc. 
5. Rapid relief from health-destroying habits of smoking, drug 
addiction, overeating. . 
6. Money-motivation techniques for those who need this type of 
drive in a competitive society. 
7. IK-Kl-WA Instant Self Defense, especially adapted to protec· 
tion from assaults on women. 
For full particulars, opportunities and long-range goals, 
[ON-CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES, MEN AND WOMEN ] 
[WANTED NOW. 10 HOURS PER MONTH, $2.50 Hr.] 
write 
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF MENTAVIVOLOGY 
Box 2031, Sanford, Florida 32771. 
November 12, 1971 
Uses stamps 
in rolls of all 
qenoininations. 1 
Used in the home 
or o f fice, by the 
housewife, executive 
or secreta ry. No mor 
licking stamps. Easy 
to load and operate. 
Cuts cost o f mail 
handling. Stamps 60 
envelopes a minute. 
Buy now for Christ 
mas mailings. 
FuTUre 
Georgia Victory 
Upsets Sports Seer 
By LARRY McCORKLE 
Okay, you can say it. I was very wrong about last week's prediction of 
the Georgia-Florida game. Quite wrong. 
All day Friday, people who talked to me sooner or later came out with 
a statement similar to, "You must have been drunk when you made your 
predictions." 
To be honest, I probably predicted with my heart, not with my head. I 
just feel that sooner or later all my talent is bound to explode - although I 
was notified that the explosion probably already occurred during the 
Maryland game. 
Florida was supposed to be a senior-led team. If those seniors don't 
hurry up they just might lead the Gators to the SEC cellar. As sophomores, 
these group of seniors recorded a 9·1-1 slate including a 14-13 
edge-of-the-seater in the Gator Bowl over Tennessee. The following year a 
poor offensive line was blamed for the gators 7·4 season - a great 
disappointment for most Florida fans. 
And now this. Florida will be lucky to come out of the season with a 
3-8 record. The reason - there's plenty of them. You could write a book 
about the misfortunes of Doug Dickey. 
It is quite obvious that the Gators are not playing inspired football like 
tha Gators of 1969. Why not? That my friend. is for us to speculate and 
for Doug Dickey to find out. 
Last week's showing (ugh) didn't help. 
This week's games: 
Florida 21, Kentucky 13 
This score could go either way, but once again I'm picking with my 
heart instead of my head. 
Georgia 24, Auburn 22 
Georgia did not play good ball against Florida despite winning 49-7. The 
offensive line of the Bulldogs, however, demolished the Florida line, and 
will do more of the same against Auburn. Georgia's running attack will 
control the game, preventing Auburn's Pat Sullivan and Terry Beasley from 
scoring enough to win. 
Alabama 21, Miami J 3 
Banged up Alabama will not win by that much. Boever "Bear,. Bryant 
will be able to recuperate his big guns enough to beat the Hurricanes and 
stillhave enough left to take on Auburn. Look for a tough Miami defense 
and a strong ground game to give the Crimson tide a scare though. 
Florida State 34, Georgia Tech 17 
Florida State desperately needs this game if it hopes to play in any bowl 
game. Quarterback Gary Huff and able receivers such as Kent Gaydos, 
Barry Smith and Rhett Dawson will score tbe points, while the Seminoles' 
rubber band defense will contain Tech quarterback Eddie McAshan. 
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Spotlight On Sports 
This week's sports spotlight shines on Mike LaLone and Dale Olson. 
Returning to the FTU basketball squad is senior Mike LaLone. He is 
a 5'11' tall guard-forward for the team and weighs 189 pounds. LaLone 
liVes in Orlando. 
Freshman wrestling star Dale Olson comes to FTU as a 1970 
graduate of Aurora High School in Cleveland, Ohio. During his years at 
Aurora High, Olson placed third in sectional wrestling and first in the 
district tournaments. The 158 pound natural science major is 19 years 
old and is 5'10" tall. 
· . Playoffs 
(Continued From Preceding Page) 
and Faculty, was a wild scoring 
affair, with both teams scoring at 
will. ATO outscored the faculty, 
and won it all by a convincing 
making the score 27-19 at the half. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4~31~or~and~ftnodoubt~to 
In the second half ATO scored 
first on a· tremendous 21-yard TD 
pass from Stockwell to speedy 
Abufaris (ABU), and the same duo 
hooked up for the extra point. 
Fae-Staff came right back with a 
spectacular 40-yard pass from Davis 
to Brownlee, but again the 
important conversion failed. 
Stockwell then hit Abufaris, with 
an eye-catching 40-yard bomb, as 
ATO bounced back and Meyers 
made the conversion. 
"ON " at DUSK 
"OFF" at DAWN 
AUTOMATICALLY 
It takes all standard or 
flood bulbs. Weather 
resistant. Guards against 
burglary, vandalism , and 
accidents. No special 
wiring . 
$4.95 
FOR TODAY'S GROOMING 
Hallmark Hot Styling 
Comb /Brush ..... 
dries, styles, waves 
and straightens hair 
in just minutes. 
Blows instant HOT or 
COLD air. Three 
attachments included 
f ine comb, 
coar.se · omb, inishing 
to acheive bes i 
ror you. $9.95 
CHICKWITH george 
rl Stuart 
THE MAN JESUS 
What did he claim to be? 
A Discussion 
Dorm C Lounge -lOPM 
Each Tuesday Night 
S onsored By~ Universit Christian Students 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'I . 
SAUCER 
Informal Co11temporary 
Dinnerware and 
Table Accessories 
CHINA 
Denby 
Arzberg 
Block 
Villcroy & Boch 
Mikasa 
Rorstrand 
Iron Mountain 
Mancioli 
Ernestine 
Arabia 
STAINLESS 
Lauffer 
Gense 
Georg Jensen 
Gerber 
GLASSWARE 
littala 
Milnor 
Courac 
Centrum 
Two.locations in Winter Park: 
THE PRADO 
333 Park Avenue North 
647-0969 
SEMORAN VILLAGE 
Hwy. 436 and Aloma Ave. 
WE CAN SOLVE YOUR 
LAUNDRY PROBLEMS 
Your laundry WASHED, DRIED 
and FOLDED with special atten-
tion to Wash & Wear items. 
22~ I lb. 
(7-pound minimum) 
~10% student diseount on Wed. 
& Thur. 
NORGETOWN 
COIN 
LAUNDRY 
•. l 
SEMORAN VILLAGE 
Shopping Center 
Corner of 436 and Aloma 
Winter Park 
133 East ROBINSON SEMORAN VILLAGE 
who is the football king this year. 
ATO who led 27-19 at the half, 
scored their first half points on four 
TD passes thrown by outstanding 
signal caller Marc Stockwell. Greg 
~Gavel caught two of them, one for 
14 yards and other for 25. Mike 
Abufaris caught another TD pass 
from 25 yards out, and John Speer 
caught Stockwell's other first-half 
TD pass, on a ten-yard effort. Extra ______ ......;.. ______ _ 
, points were scored by Faller, who 
I scored two, and by Mark Meyers, 
I who scored one. 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
LISTINGS 
(L~t Week) 
1. Immortals 
2. Independent X 
2. TYES 
3. Zeta 
4. No Names 
5. Immortals 2 
5. DDD 
7-0 
5-2 
5-2 
4-3 
3-4 
2-5 
2-5 
Fae-Staff scored their 19 points 
in the first half, on an eight-yard 
pass from Walter Shinn to Ray 
Brownlee, after 91.inn took a pitch 
from John Davis. The extra point 
failed. The next Faculty score w~ 
on a neat five-yard scamper by 
Shinn, who also scored the 
conversion, on a fan~tic diving 
catch of a Davis pass. The Faculty's 
l~t first-half score came on a pass 
from Davis to fleet receiver Ken 
Renner, but the point after failed, 
Powderpuff football begins this 
Monday at 4 p.m. at FTU football 
fields. 
?h.e---
DEL I 
MOUSE 
OELICAT~SSE .... •SANOWICl-4 SMCP 
Take it out 
or eat with us I 
hot cuban ......... 75 
hot pastrami ......• 70 
corned beef . . . ..... 70 
Bar-B-Oue 
beef or pork ...... 65 
featiiring HOMEMADE ham .............. 60 
SOUPS • SANDWICHES • SALADS ham & cheese ...... ·65 
SEMORAN VILLAGE 
ALOMAAT 436 
671-3181 
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA 
10 AM-8 PM 
New Owners - Dana ~nd Mike Winn 
The.Green Eagle 
GOLF & TENNIS SHOP 
" Sportswear Equipment 671-3336 
l 0% DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS 
L_IRBllZl-OllJRLAnNBDllO,l.!!IFLll!Ofl!!IRllJl!DAfm-•~LL ______ A:_::l~O-M_:_:A~A_:_T.:._4.:.::3:_::6~W~I N~T=E~R_:_P A~R~K~. ____ _Jll__:_A:l.:_om= a:_:&::_:H::_wy_::.:_· _4:3:_:6:..__:_(~B=e:h:in=d Frisch's) . Winter Park 
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~***********************************' I l!e @le ~um~re ~@~~~~~a.t@JI~t I By John the Good, Resident Seer J 
! For Friday November 12 1971 ~chool. Tha~ song he is humming .g. 
Ti" ' ' is "We will overcome;' frog <+ 
* IF YOU WERE BORN TODA y: style: (~ere would all the "'.arts * {+ be, if it wasn't for us frogs? 4 +J- You're not alone. So were What could the children play ""C'j"" 
..r..t. several ot_her p~ople. Hiva with, if not for us and dogs? We .g. 
Ti" Pangras.s, F1tzle Hingbage and will undercome, we will .g. 
* Ivan Looze, to name a few. In undercome how can we the 4 * that respect you're not alone. master 'warts, help but ""C'j"" 
{+ There are others. You are undercome?) -& 
..r..t. unique, however, in many other -& 
~ respects, like your extra eye, and LIBRA: -& 
{+ your amazingly weak mind. I suggest that you consult the 4 * psychic powers that rule the ""C'j"" 
{+ AQUARIUS· dimensional inner space. Therein 4* 
~ Your days are numbered as lies the truth of all the universe, 4* 
Ti" the hairs on your head. Do not and the answers to the , Chem .g. 
{+feel too secure, however; your test next wee~. Y~u wont pas.s * 
{+ hairs are about to desert your ~yway_, and it might make an 
{+cranium, which will quickly mterestmg excuse to the pr~f as 4* 
{+ begin to limit your days. Vision you think you are, to why you flunked. It s a J.+ 
..r..t. in your left eye will begin .to anyways? You go prancing thought. * 
Ti" fade by noon, and your around here like you own the 4 
..r..t. SCORPIO: ""C'j"" 
Ti" fingernails will begin to gain place. We all know who your I see by your dress that you -Ii} {+ color. Bad signs. Bad vibes. family tree really is. Not only do -"'-are short. If you were taller, ""C'j"" {+ PISCES: we know, but we have decided your dress would surely contain .'"""-{+ to not speak to you any more. more material. Let me tell you, ""C'j"" 
Don't pool all your money in We don't like you or your -Ii} {+ one spo_t. love_ st wisel_y and buy grandmother. Put your arm quickly, and briefly, if you're 4 
..t.!. bl h h l t 11 h b not selling, don't advertise. ""C'j"" Ti" ue c ip, w I e we s I ave t e down, it's getting heady in here. M d ty · 't · ..&?-* ?ull with us. Sell any life Clod. o es . IS 1 s own virtue. "!:{ 
{+ msurance. It's not going to give SA GITT ARIUS: ""C'j"" 
..r..t. you any benefit after you 're LEO· . . " · " ii} 
Ti" dead and it would be a neat way · The problem with you 1s Wnte, a good one, they tell 4 
+Jo to get back at yo r "l ed that you don't think before you me. "You're always picking on ""C'j"" 
{+ ones." Prepare yours~f foro~he spe~. Yo~, in fac~, don't think Sa~ttarius,". they tell me. So ii} 
..r..t. unexpected If it can happe 't while you re speakmg. Come to thIS week I ignore the stars, and ii} ~ will . · n, 1 think of it, you don't think after write a nice one. A lie, mind 4 
{+ · you speak. You seldom stop you, but a nice one, ""C'j"" 
{+ARIES: speaking. Plato said .that the wise nevertheless. You will meet a· +J. 
{+ As far as I'm concerned you man listens, but I say the wise tall, dark stranger, fall in love, * ~can carry on the way you' have man should temper his listening, and run away to Afghanistan, * 
..r.t. been for the rest of your life and ignore you completely. where you will live for the rest .g. 
"Ti'" but I happen to know that you; of your unnatural life. He will # 
{+ great aunt is extremely vexed VIRGO: die on the_ trip over, h~wever, ~ with your behaviour and is Merging eyebrows could be a~d y~u will be stuck with the 
$.!. threatening to cut you out of fatal to you this week. If you kids (I m sorry, no matter how J.+ Jf her will. That would mean that notice your eyebrows slowly hard I try.' it still doesn't sound J.+ 
Ti" you would have no legitimate coming together, trim them too complimentary.) 4 
~income after you're 30. You quickly and take a bath in ::I 
{+could stay as you are and Clorox. Did you know your eyes CAPRICORN: ""C'j"" 
..r..t. become a street-walker by are really red, and your mother I see ill wmas _r?rboding disaster. * 
::g: profession but the neighbors painted the color in when you I see you failmg three of the -Ii} 
Ti" would talk then were two? That's why there are four finals. I see A.P. (academic 4 {+ · no color photographs of you probation, for the freshmen). I ""C'j"" 
{+ GEMINI: when you were little. Hadn't see expulsion. I see the draft. I * 
~ . J?ance! You hav~ m~ch to you ever wondered? see~ pregnancy. Whoo, boy, are -Ii} 
Ti" r~JOJC~ about. Tomght 1s the you m for it. 4 {+ mght you have been planning on TAURUS: ""C'j"" 
November 12, 1971 
.~;:;~~~ li~: ;:~~- :;~3 *!· i:~ ~~ ~~ ::~;. .. !~ ~·:$.~~ ~~~~ ~~: ::*~~ ~ ;~:~~ .. ::;.·~~~ ~-{#~" ·::::~, ·~ ~~·: ~~:· ,~,.,:.~ .. ·-::::~~. :~·;. ~::: ~.;;• ::::~~;!:~!!~~ ~:;: -~:::..~ ~~!!;::; ~~. I~~!:·:·;~ .. ~'!·::~: .• ~::~;; ... ~ :!./j ;sJ ~:.~ •:!#_.=~::• lo~;}.::::: .~:.. •• (~~ 
. ... • .. • .• .. ...... _ ... ~ ... , .... _.... ·~ ~·~ .. -. ~·~:- . ..... * ' .. ':. "J' ~ 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111!• 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ii111i11111111i11111 
for sale autos 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllll::; 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Eight beautiful acres--four miles l 9fi 7 Volkswaaen Delux Van. 
from FTU--overlooking lake. Very good condition. AM-FM 
831-2947. Radio. Best offer over $1,500. Call 
269-7444 after 3 p.m. Also 1960 
2-bedroom house in Sun Haven, Chevy Station Wagon. Good 
North 15-A. Call Peggy Smith after mechanical condition, almost new 
5 p.m. at 275-0711. ti res. See to appreciate. Call 
269· 7444 after 3 p.m. 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllll 
personal wanted 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllll 
Kappa Sigma Brothers: Missed Government meteorologist wants 
anything? Come .. to · the House Christmas Vacation Home. Will 
Saturday night. Bring enough swap 4 bedroom, 3 bath home in 
money! McLean, Virginia (near Washington, 
D.C.) for home in Orlando area 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 .. . during Christmas holidays. Phone he Ip-wanted collect (305) 262-3903. 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Girls needed full and part-time. No 
experience needed. Call 277-3468 
between 9 and 12 Monday through In answer to a question regarding 
Wednesday. 
1111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 the approval of posters and flyers 
f prior to being placed on university 0 f f 8 n t bulletin boards, Village Center 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 officials said that this practice is 
Unfurnished 2-bedroom duplexes. 
Fully carpeted and draped. 4 miles 
from FTU in Oviedo. $150 per 
month. For rental information, call 
365-3721. 
required to make sure that they are 
in good taste. Also, the Village 
Center has placed a limitation of 12 
posters per organization at any one 
time. 
5il1B5i£:RIBE 
KEEP l~FO~MEO $1.75 A YEAR 
NAME--------------------
ADDAESS~------------~~~-~ 
CITY--------------------STATE _____ ...._ ___ z~P---------
Florida Technological University 
P.O. Box 25,000 Orlando, Fla. 32816 
ADDRESS LABEL IS CODED FOR EXPIRATION DATE 
E.G. Vol. 4 ·No. 10 
{+ for several months. All ~hould Exercise great caution. The ~*********~ .. 
..{+ work out well, and go Just as man next to you is an imposter. -"'-..-----------------------------....,;---------------. 
..r..t. ~ou pl~nned. The only problem He is really a giant frog, part of ""C'j"" 
Ti" is he will stand you up, and you the subversive organization <{I} 
{+ wil~ have t? go through the GFUTCTW (Giant Frogs.4* 
*entire evemng alone. Tough United To Conquer The World),* 
{+break. and plans to disrupt the entire ii} 
$**********************~~ 
ENTERTAINMENT 
SUBSIDY PROGRAM 
SAVE BILLS! 
Production of Rollins Players -- "Barefoot in the Park" 
Annie Rus.sell Theatre, Sunday night December 12, 1971 .. 
FTU Night. Exclusively for FTU Students. 
Florida State Theatres .. Tickets good any time at any Florida State 
Theatre. Price 75 cents. Now showing: 
Beacham: "Quadroon" starring Robert Priest . 
Plaza Rocking Chair: "They Call Me Trinity" 
comedy western starring Farley Granger 
Colony: Friday "Romeo and Julliet" ballet 
Saturday "Carmen" opera 
Sunday "Giselle" ballet 
Monday "I PAGLIACCI" opera 
Tuesday "Romeo and Jullet" ballet 
Wednesday "Beethoven" symphony 
Sebastian's Dinner Theatre 
"THE QWL .AND THE PUS_S""(CAT" -bit.t~r-sweet comedy· 
Dinner served from 7:00 p.m. Play at 8:40 p.m. 
Price $4.00 any day including dinner 
ROBERTO~S HIDEAWAY 
3922 East Colonial Drive 
841-9540 
Complete Take-Out and Drive-through service 
Call ahead for big orders ·, 
WINEBURG.ERS 
ALIAS TACO RANCHO 
THEY' RE NEW AND WE THINK YOU WILL LIKE 'UM 
COME IN AND TRY ONE AND WE'LL TREAT YOU TO A 
FREE SOFT DRINK 
(DON'T FORGET TO TELL US YOU'RE FROM FTU) 
ROBERTO.'S HIDEAWAY ALIAS T. R. 
SIZZLE BURGERS 
THE SIZZLE BURGERS ARE HERE! 
SUPER SIZZLE: 
~ lb. choice beef 
Toasted Sesame Roll 
& garnish 89¢ 
MIDI SIZZLE: 
% lb. choice beef 
Toasted Roll 
& garnish 49¢ 
ALL COOKED TU YOUR ORDER! 
$2.00 Tues. - Thurs. excluding dinner 
Closed Monday Coming Soon! · BEER 11 l 
TICKETS AVAILABLE IN SG OFFICE 
